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Installation Instructions

We recommend that the leather handrail be fabricated off-site
by an experienced contractor or by Spinneybeck. Contact
Spinneybeck for pricing and further information.

Flat wrapped handrail in SA2088 with pinch
stitch.

Stainless steel brackets are available through
Spinneybeck.

Flat wrapped handrail in AL5015 with
baseball stitch.

Overlapping wrapped handrail in RA1812. Flat wrapped handrail in HT1511. Channel style, flat wrapped handrail in DE203
with stainless steel end cap and brushed
aluminum channel insert on bottom of handrail.

Overlapping wrapped handrail in SL66 with
tucked finish detail.

Flat wrapped handrail in AL5015 with
stainless steel end cap and baseball stitch.

Overlapping wrapped handrail in SL66 with
leather end cap detail.

Maintenance

Spinneybeck Leather Handrails are easy to maintain with regular
dusting and spot cleaning with cool water and a soft cloth.
Occasional use of Spinneybeck leather maintenance products is
recommended. Other leather cleaners such as saddle soap or
household cleaners that may contain harsh chemicals, alcohol
or ink removers should never be used on Leather Handrails.

All Spinneybeck Leather is tanned, dyed, and finished in Italy,
according to the most stringent environmental requirements.
Spinneybeck Leathers are GREENGUARD™certified.

Contact Spinneybeck for leather samples and additional
information.
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Leather Handrails

Spinneybeck Leather Handrails transform
a standard support bar into a user friendly
work of art with unique aesthetic and
tactile qualities. They offer an elegant and
durable solution for commercial, hospitality,
educational and residential stair, elevator,
and door rail applications. Spinneybeck
Leather Handrails enhance any
environment.

Originating in Europe, the craft of
creating leather wrapped handrails is an
art form. The leather is cut into 3/4" to
1" wide strips, shaved and turned at the
edges to allow for overlapping. The
leather strips are then adhered to the
handrail material. For a more polished,
seamless and smooth aesthetic, the
handrail can also be wrapped and
stitched on the underside.

Front Cover: Overlapping leather-wrapped handrail in ES8078.
Above: Overlapping leather-wrapped handrail in SA2010.

In a contemporary or more rustic
environment, Spinneybeck Leather
Handrails add a beautiful tactile quality
to any installation. Handrails can be
further enhanced with embossed
patterns, perforated accents, and
contrasting stitching. The unlimited
range of colors and leather styles offer
abundant design solutions.

Flat wrapped handrails with pinch stitch in VP 210, RA 1810 and CD 70.
Also shown, Spinneybeck Leather Tiles.

Overlapping Leather Handrail shown in ES8078
with custom stainless steel bracket.
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